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Abstract Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are brief, intense, gamma-ray flashes in the universe, lasting from
a few milliseconds to a few thousand seconds. For short gamma-ray bursts (sGRBs) with duration less
than 2 seconds, the isotropic energy (Eiso) function may be more scientifically meaningful and accurately
measured than the luminosity (Lp) function. In this work we construct, for the first time, the isotropic
energy function of sGRBs and estimate their formation rate.First, we derive theLp −Ep correlation using
22 sGRBs with known redshifts and well-measured spectra andestimate the pseduo redshifts of 334 Fermi
sGRBs. Then, we adopt the Lynden-Bellc− method to study isotropic energy functions and formation rate
of sGRBs without any assumption. A strong evolution of isotropic energyEiso ∝ (1+z)5.79 is found, which
is comparable to that betweenLp andz. After removing effect of the cosmic evolution, the isotropic energy
function can be reasonably fitted by a broken power law, whichis φ(Eiso,0) ∝ E−0.45

iso,0 for dim sGRBs and

φ(Eiso,0) ∝ E−1.11
iso,0 for bright sGRBs, with the break energy4.92×1049 erg. We obtain the local formation

rate of sGRBs is about 17.43 eventsGpc−3 yr−1. If assuming a beaming angle is6◦ to 26◦, the local
formation rate including off-axis sGRBs is estimated asρ0,all = 155.79− 3202.35 events Gpc−3 yr−1.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are the most dramatic explo-
sions in the universe (see e.g.,Piran 2004; Mészáros
2006; Zhang 2007). These events are so bright that
they can be observed at higher redshifts than supernovae
(SNe), which are powerful tools for exploring the early
universe (see e.g.,Ghirlanda et al. 2006; Zhang 2011;
Wang et al. 2015). Traditionally, GRBs can be divided
into two groups, long GRBs (lGRBs) and short GRBs
(sGRBs), based on the well-known bimodal nature of the
duration distribution with a separation at aboutT90 ∼
2s (Kouveliotou et al. 1993). It is generally believed
that some lGRBs are associated with the deaths of
massive stars (also called collapsars), while some sGRBs
are produced by the merging of the binary compact
objects (see e.g.,Eichler et al. 1989; Narayan et al. 1992;
Lipunov et al. 1995) such as neutron star-neutron star (NS-
NS) and neutron star-black hole (NS-BH). The detection
of gravitational wave event GW 170817 associated with
GRB 170817A, has confirmed that at least a fraction of
the observed sGRBs are produced by the merger of binary
neutron stars (Abbott et al. 2017).

The luminosity function and the formation rateρ(z)
is crucial to understand the nature of GRBs (Pescalli et al.

2016). With the number of GRBs with known redshifts is
increasing, the lGRB luminosity function and formation
rate have been widely explored (see e.g.,Yonetoku et al.
2004; Salvaterra et al. 2009; Wanderman & Piran 2010;
Salvaterra et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2013; Yu et al. 2015;
Pescalli et al. 2016; Lan et al. 2019). However, only a
small fraction of sGRBs have redshift measurements,
therefore the sGRB formation rate is very difficult to
estimate. Recently, using the empirical correlations, some
authors tentatively have estimated the pseudo redshifts and
have derived the luminosity function and formation rate of
sGRBs.Yonetoku et al.(2014) determined the redshifts of
72 BATSE sGRBs without a known redshift using theLp−
Ep correlation between the peak luminosityLp and the
rest frame peak energyEp, and found that the formation
rate of sGRBs atz = 0 is 0.63 events Gpc−3yr−1. Using
the sameLp − Ep correlation,Zhang et al.(2018) derived
the pseudo redshifts of 284 Fermi sGRBs and studied the
luminosity function and formation rate of sGRBs. They
found that the formation rate decreases rapidly atz < 1.0

and the local formation rate is 7.53 eventsGpc−3 yr−1.
Guo et al.(2020) discovered a universal three parameter
correlation amongLp, Ep and the “high signal” timescale
T0.45 for both long and short GRBs, which can be used a
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redshift estimator, and they also determined the luminosity
function and formation rate of sGRBs using the Swift
sample and found that the local formation rate is 15.5
eventsGpc−3 yr−1.

However, the durations of most of sGRBs are very
short, and even only a few milliseconds. We know that
the luminosity function was originally used to study long-
lasting and relatively stable astrophysical phenomena,
such as stars and galaxies, the isotropic energy (Eiso)
function probably provides an independent or even more
representative clue to the underlying physics as shown
in Wu et al. (2012). Thus, in this work we focus on the
isotropic energy function rather than on the traditional
luminosity function.

In this paper, we study the isotropic energy function
and the formation rate of Fermi sGRBs. This paper is
organized as follows. In Section2, we introduce our
sample and data selection, then we derive theLp − Ep

correlation and the pseudo redshifts of sGRBs detected
by the Fermi detector. In Section3, the isotropic energy
function and formation rate of sGRBs are obtained using
the Lynden-Bellc− method. Finally, we give conclusions
and discussion in Section4. Throughout this paper, we
adopt the standard float cold dark matter cosmology with
the typical cosmological parametersΩm = 0.27 andH0 =
70 km s−1 Mpc−1.

2 SGRB SAMPLE AND DATA ANALYSIS

We concentrate our analysis on the sGRBs detected only
by the Fermi detector to minimize the influence of different
instruments (with different sensitivities and energy bands).
The Fermi GRBs are selected from the Fermi catalog1 until
the end of January 2020, in total, there are 2698 events.
First, according to the traditional sGRB definition method
(T90 < 2 s), we select the bursts with well-measured
spectral parameters and duration less than 2 s, in total there
are 367 events.

To obtain a more precise and robust result of the
isotropic energy function and formation rate for sGRBs, a
large number of sGRBs with known redshifts are needed.
Although the number of the Fermi sGRBs is sufficient
to make a statistical analysis, the bursts with measured
redshift are indeed quite limited, we need to expand the
redshift sample. Previous authors have been estimated the
pseudo redshifts of sGRBs using theLp −Ep correlations
(see e.g.,Yonetoku et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2018). We also
use this method to estimate the pseudo redshifts of Fermi
sGRBs with unknown redshifts.

We collect 23 sGRBs with known redshifts and
measured spectra. In Table1, we list the properties of these
sGRBs, including name, redshiftz, the observer frame

1 https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/W3Browse/fermi/
fermigbrst.html

durationT90, low-energy spectral indexα, high-energy
spectral indexβ, peak energy of theνFν spectrum in
the observer frameEobs

p , peak flux in a certain energy
rangeFp, energy range (emin,emax), and peak luminosity
Lp. These sGRB spectra were fitted by the best spectral
model, and the spectrum is a cut-off power-law (CPL)
spectrum if only the low energy photon indexα is reported
(Sakamoto et al. 2008) or a band function (Band et al.
1993) if the high energy photon indexβ is also given,
which are as follows:

N(E) = A

(

E

100 keV

)α

exp
−

(2+α)E
Ep , (1)
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.

(2)
In this paper, bothEiso andLp are corrected to the rest

frame energy band of1− 104 keV. The peak luminosity is
estimated to be

Lp = 4πD2
L(z)Fpkc , (3)

wherekc is the factor of the k-correction,Fp is the peak
flux in a certain energy range (emin, emax) andDL is
luminosity distance. If the peak fluxFp is in units of
erg cm−2 s−1, the parameter of k-correction is defined as

kc =

∫ 104keV/(1+z)

1keV/(1+z) EN(E)dE
∫ emax

emin
EN(E)dE

. (4)

If the peak fluxFp is in units ofphotons cm−2 s−1, the
parameter of k-correction is defined as

kc =

∫ 104keV/(1+z)

1keV/(1+z)
EN(E)dE

∫ emax

emin
N(E)dE

, (5)

whereN(E) is the spectral model of GRBs.
We fit theLp − Ep correlation with the simple linear

form, the best fit to the correlation is given byLp/10
51 =

a(Ep/keV )b, with a = −4.91±0.89 , b = 1.90±0.31 and
the correlation coefficient isr = 0.81. Figure1 shows the
Lp − Ep correlation, and the solid blue line indicates the
best fit. It is worth noting that GRB 170817A, the first short
burst associated with a detected gravitational wave signal,
is a off-axis event (Abbott et al. 2017; Goldstein et al.
2017), which significantly deviates from theLp − Ep

correlation and is not included in this fitting. We can
rewrite the equation as

D2
L(z)

(1 + z)1.90
=

1046.09

4πFp

(

Ep

keV

)1.90

. (6)

https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/W3Browse/fermi/fermigbrst.html
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/W3Browse/fermi/fermigbrst.html
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Table 1 sGRB Sample with Known Redshifts

GRB z T 0bs
90 α β Eobs

peak
Fp emin emax Lp

(s) (keV) (10−6 erg cm−2 s−1) (keV) (keV) (1051 erg s−1)

170817A 0.0093 2.05±0.47 0.14
+0.59
−0.59 −− 215.09

+54.22
−54.22 0.14±0.03 10 1000 0.00027±0.0.00006

170428A 0.454 0.140 −0.47
+0.28
−0.21 −2.46

+0.52
−7.54 982.00

+394.00
−355.00 50.00±15.20 20 10000 45.49±13.92

160821B 0.16 1.088±0.977 −1.40
+0.25
−0.25 −− 91.97

+27.87
−27.87 9.51±2.13 10 1000 0.81±0.18

160624A 0.483 0.384±0.405 −0.62
+0.21
−0.21 −− 1153.31

+488.47
−488.47 2.95±0.48 10 1000 4.85±0.79

160410A 1.717 1.588±0.121 −0.71+0.26
−0.2 −− 1418.00+526.00

−358.00 6.80±1.70 10 10000 142.44±35.61

150424A 0.3 0.276±0.015 −0.37
+0.06
−0.05 −− 916.00

+49.00
−47.00 17.85±0.86 10 10000 5.23±0.25

150101B 0.134 0.080±0.928 −1.36
+0.35
−0.35 −− 125.11

+48.57
−48.57 0.37±0.06 10 1000 0.020±0.003

131004A 0.717 1.152±0.590 −1.36+0.17
−0.17 −− 117.91+24.21

−24.21 0.84±0.23 10 1000 2.33±0.63

130603B 0.3564 0.070±0.009 −0.67
+0.10
−0.10 −− 607.00

+61.00
−52.00 5.81±0.43 10 10000 2.55±0.20

111117A 2.211 0.432±0.082 −0.50
+0.17
−0.17 −− 543.61

+102.96
−102.96 2.98±0.42 10 1000 135.32±19.11

101219A 0.718 0.508±0.041 −0.07
+0.18
−0.16 −− 590.00

+64.00
−56.00 4.48±0.45 10 10000 10.66±1.07

100625A 0.452 0.240±0.276 −0.59
+0.13
−0.13 −− 483.19

+63.32
−63.32 5.97±0.79 10 1000 5.17±0.69

100206A 0.4068 0.176±0.072 −0.40+0.13
−0.13 −− 531.82+71.71

−71.71 9.92±0.63 10 1000 6.81±0.43

100117A 0.92 0.256±0.834 −0.10
+0.26
−0.26 −− 325.43

+51.09
−51.09 1.73±0.39 10 1000 7.77±1.74

090927 1.37 0.512±0.231 −0.64
+0.32
−0.32 −− 175.81

+41.39
−41.39 0.54±0.11 10 1000 6.58±1.31

090510 0.903 0.960±0.138 −0.86
+0.02
−0.02 −− 4727.06

+348.98
−348.98 18.30±0.78 10 1000 474.99±20.13

080905 0.1218 0.960±0.345 0.20
+0.73
−0.73 −− 349.71

+55.27
−55.27 2.87±0.45 10 1000 0.11±0.02

071227 0.383 0.714±0.059 −0.95+0.33
−0.23 −− 632.00+571.00

−207.00 1.25±0.28 10 10000 0.66±0.15

070714B 0.92 1.256±0.171 0.19
+1.1
−0.57 −− 551.00

+148.00
−112.00 2.30±0.50 10 10000 10.13±2.20

061201 0.111 0.580±0.013 −0.36
+0.36
−0.28 −− 872.00

+268.00
−188.00 5.60±1.30 10 10000 0.18±0.04

061006 0.4377 0.376±0.062 −0.65+0.12
−0.11 −− 701.00+126.00

−101.00 4.54±0.54 10 10000 3.25±0.39

051221A 0.5465 0.214±0.050 −1.12
+0.1
−0.09 −− 511.00

+118.00
−81.00 4.10±0.61 10 10000 5.13±0.76

050709 0.1606 0.070 −0.53
+0.12
−0.12 −− 97.40

+11.60
−11.60 5.10±0.50 2 400 0.37±0.04
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Fig. 1 Lp − Ep correlation for sGRBs. Theblue line is
the best fit. Thegreen dotted lines show the 2σ prediction
band.

We use Equation (6) to derive pseudo redshifts of 368
Fermi sGRBs. The sGRBs withz > 3 are removed from
our sample, because the maximum redshift observed for
sGRBs is 2.67 so far. Hereafter we use 334 sGRBs to
make the further analysis. The results are shown in Table2.
To confirm whether or not our determined redshift is
consistent with one of the measured redshifts, we compare

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
z

0.0
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0.6

0.8

1.0

N

Fig. 2 The cumulative distributions of the pseudo redshifts
for Fermi sGRBs and the measured redshifts of sGRBs
with well measured spectra.Solid red line and solid
green line represent the pseudo redshifts and the measured
redshifts, respectively.

the redshift cumulative distributions of observed sGRBs
and 334 Fermi sGRBs as shown in Figure2, where the
solid green line represents the cumulative distribution of
the measured redshifts of sGRBs and the solid red line
represents that of the pseudo redshifts of Fermi sGRBs. We
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Fig. 3 Isotropic energy distribution of 334 Fermi sGRBs.
The blue dots represent sGRBs and thegreen line is the
fluence limit of7× 10−8 erg cm−2.

can see from Figure2 that two distributions are similar. In
order to further give a quantitative result, we perform the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test between the measured redshifts
and the pseudo redshifts and obtain the p value isP =

0.313. This further confirms that our estimated redshift
distribution is consistent with the observed one.

3 ISOTROPIC ENERGY FUNCTION AND
FORMATION RATE

3.1 Lynden-Bell c− Method

The Lynden-Bellc− method is an effective non-parametric
method for conducting the truncated data, which has been
extensively used to analyze the luminosity/istropic energy
and redshift distribution of the astronomical objects, such
as quasars (see e.g.,Lynden-Bell 1971; Efron & Petrosian
1992; Petrosian 1993), galaxies (see e.g.,Kirshner et al.
1978; Loh & Spillar 1986; Peterson et al. 1986),
and GRBs (see e.g.,Lloyd-Ronning et al. 2002;
Yonetoku et al. 2004, 2014; Wu et al. 2012; Yu et al.
2015; Pescalli et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2018). In this work,
we also use this method to study the isotropic energy
function and formation rate of Fermi sGRBs.

The isotropic energy can be easily calculated with
Eiso = 4πD2

L(z)Sγkc/(1 + z), where Sγ represents
the observed fluence, andkc is the factor of the k-
correction. If the isotropic energy and redshift of sGRBs
are independent, the distribution of sGRBs can be
simply written asΦ(Eiso, z) = ρ(z)φ(Eiso), where
φ(Eiso) is isotropic energy function,ρ(z) is the sGRB
formation rate at z. However, the isotropic energy
exists a significant redshift evolution. Therefore, we need
rewrite the isotropic energy function asΦ(Eiso, z) =
ρ(z)φ(Eiso/gk(z))/gk(z), where φ(Eiso/gk(z)) is the
local (at z = 0) isotropic energy function, andgk(z)
accounts for the evolution ofEiso. Then, the isotropic
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k
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Fig. 4 The statisticτ as a function of the evolution
parameterk. The best fittingτ = 0 as well as 1σ error
(i.e.,τ = ±1) correspondsk = 5.79+0.31

−0.21. Thus,gk(z) =
(1 + z)5.79 is the best function to describe the isotropic
energy evolution of sGRBs.

energy at redshiftz = 0 isEiso,0 = Eiso/gk(z), andEiso,0

is independent ofz. The goal of our analysis is to obtain the
local isotropic energy functionφ(Eiso,0) and the formation
rateρ(z).

Firstly, we need to remove the effect of the isotropic
energy evolution and determine the value ofk by assuming
an evolution functional form ofgk(z) = (1 + z)k as
done by many previous works (Lloyd-Ronning et al. 2002;
Yonetoku et al. 2014; Yu et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2018;
Guo et al. 2020). FollowingEfron & Petrosian(1992), we
use the non-parametric test method of aτ statistical
method to derive the value ofk.

In the (Eiso, z) plane as shown in Figure3, for
a random point ofith (Eiso,i, zi), we can consider an
associated setJi as

Ji = {j|Eiso,j ≥ Eiso,i, zj ≤ zmax
i } , (7)

where Eiso,i is the isotropic energy ofith sGRB and
zmax
i is the maximum redshift at which the sGRBs with

the isotropic energyEiso,i can be detected by the Fermi
detector. This range as a red rectangle region is shown in
Figure 3. We define the number of sGRBs contained in
this region asNi. In addition, we set a fluence limit of
Sγ,lim = 7 × 10−8 erg cm−2 to obtain as many data as
possible as done byYonetoku et al.(2014), Therefore, the
isotropic energy limit at redshiftz is given asEiso,lim =
4πD2

L(z)Sγ,lim/(1 + z). In Figure3, there are 324 Fermi
sGRBs above the fluence limit.

If Eiso andz are independent of each other, one would
expect the numberRi, Ri = Number {j ∈ Ji|zj ≤ zi}, is
uniformly distributed between 1 andNi. The test statistic
τ is

τ =

∑

i(Ri − Ei)
√
∑

i Vi
, (8)
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Table 2 Fermi sGRB Sample

GRB z T obs
90 Eobs

peak α Sγ Fp Eiso Lp

(s) (keV) (10−6 erg cm−2) (10−6 erg cm−2 s−1) (1050erg) (1051 erg s−1)

GRB180715755 1.03 0.70± 0.29 902.28± 149.53 –0.11± 0.19 16.42± 1.10 3.34± 0.64 72.64± 4.88 29.97± 5.75
GRB180715741 0.576 1.66± 1.42 560.80± 89.15 –0.32± 0.14 20.82± 1.91 3.53± 0.68 21.34± 1.96 5.70± 1.10
GRB180703949 0.06 1.54± 0.09 136.88± 3.03 –0.77± 0.03 86.00± 1.21 18.27± 0.68 0.73± 0.01 0.17± 0.01
GRB180626392 0.454 0.96± 0.41 431.24± 81.89 –0.63± 0.20 5.61± 0.70 3.27± 0.60 3.28± 0.41 2.78± 0.51
GRB180625941 0.687 0.70± 0.68 576.02± 107.00 –0.17± 0.31 5.21± 0.61 2.74± 0.49 7.72± 0.90 6.84± 1.21
GRB180617872 0.301 1.92± 0.78 158.32± 17.95 –0.37± 0.20 3.30± 0.35 1.04± 0.19 0.76± 0.08 0.31± 0.06
GRB180602938 0.343 0.01± 0.74 384.51± 74.89 –0.60± 0.21 3.03± 0.38 4.41± 0.50 0.96± 0.12 1.88± 0.21
GRB180525151 1.311 0.54± 0.69 1011.93± 266.03 –0.49± 0.19 3.66± 0.36 2.91± 0.38 28.13± 2.76 51.54± 6.82
GRB180523782 2.395 1.98± 1.35 1434.52± 443.27 –0.35± 0.23 5.87± 0.66 2.63± 0.49 189.71± 21.39 288.52± 53.36
GRB180511437 0.213 1.98± 0.97 107.53± 11.92 –0.92± 0.15 6.12± 0.44 0.97± 0.25 0.73± 0.05 0.14± 0.04
GRB180511364 0.91 0.13± 1.21 744.00± 279.15 –0.83± 0.21 2.28± 0.32 2.81± 0.41 7.00± 0.98 16.43± 2.41
GRB180404848 0.098 0.54± 0.84 58.06± 6.25 –0.72± 0.34 1.88± 0.17 1.36± 0.18 0.05± 0.00 0.04± 0.01
GRB180402481 0.367 0.26± 0.18 335.38± 55.98 –0.13± 0.32 4.53± 0.60 2.99± 0.53 1.59± 0.21 1.43± 0.26
GRB180402406 0.808 0.45± 0.33 1326.79± 152.34 –0.37± 0.09 18.19± 0.80 10.21± 0.72 68.30± 2.99 69.30± 4.88
GRB180313978 0.277 0.08± 0.41 299.73± 40.45 –0.02± 0.24 2.62± 0.28 4.12± 0.44 0.50± 0.05 1.01± 0.11

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

The full table is available athttp://www.raa-journal.org/docs/Supp/ms4930Table2.pdf.
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Fig. 5 Non-evolving isotropic energyEiso,0 = Eiso/(1 +
z)5.79 of 324 Fermi sGRBs above the truncation line. The
green line represents the fluence limit.

whereEi = (Ni + 1)/2 andVi = (N2
i − 1)/12 are the

expected mean and the variance ofRi, respectively. IfRi

follows an ideal uniform distribution, then the samples of
Ri ≥ Ei andRi ≤ Ei should be equal, and the value
of τ should be equal to zero. However,Eiso and z are
not independent of each other. We change the value ofk
until the test statisticτ is zero. Figure4 shows the value of
the test statisticτ as a function ofk. we find that the best
fitting is k = 5.79+0.31

−0.21. The distribution of non-evolving
isotropic energyEiso,0 andz is shown in Figure5.

3.2 Isotropic Energy Function

After remove the effect of the isotropic energy evolution,
Eiso,0 = Eiso/(1 + k)5.79, we can use the non-parametric
method to derive the cumulative isotropic energy function
(φ(Eiso,0)) from the following equation

φ(Eiso,0,i) =
∏

j<i

(

1 +
1

Nj

)

. (9)
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Fig. 6 Cumulative isotropic energy function ofφ(Eiso,0),
which is normalized to unity at the first point. Theblack
line is the best fit with a broken power-law model. The
isotropic energy function can be expressed asφ(Eiso,0) ∝

E−0.45±0.01
iso,0 for dim sGRBs andφ(Eiso,0) ∝ E−1.11±0.01

iso,0

for bright sGRBs, with a break energy ofEb
iso,0 = 4.92×

1049 erg.

Figure6 shows the cumulative isotropic energy function.
The shape of isotropic energy function roughly follows a
broken power-law, and the best fitting is given by

φ(Eiso,0) ∝

{

E−0.45±0.01
iso,0 , Eiso,0 < Eb

iso,0

E−1.11±0.01
iso,0 , Eiso,0 ≥ Eb

iso,0

(10)

with the break energyEb
iso,0 = 4.92× 1049 erg. It is worth

noting that the isotropic energy function here corresponds
toz = 0, the isotropic energy function of sGRBs at redshift
z is φ(Eiso,0)(1 + z)5.79.

3.3 The Formation Rate

In order to get the formation rate of sGRBs, we defineJ ′
i

J ′

i =
{

j|Eiso,o,j ≥ Elim
iso,o,i, zj ≤ zi

}

, (11)

http://www.raa-journal.org/docs/Supp/ms4930Table2.pdf
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Fig. 7 Cumulative redshift distribution of sGRBs
.

where zi is the redshift of ith sGRB, andElim
iso,0,i is

the minimum isotropic energy, which can be observed
at redshiftzi. This range is the black rectangle region
of Figure 3. The number of sGRBs in this region is
Mi. Similar to deriving the cumulative isotropic energy
function, we can give the cumulative formation rateψ(z)
as

ψ(zi) =
∏

j<i

(

1 +
1

Mj

)

, (12)

and the result is shown in Figure7.
The differential (not the cumulative) form of the

sGRB formation rate is more useful for the purpose of
comparison with the star formation rate. So we derive the
differential formation rate of sGRBs with the following
equation:

ρ(z) =
dψ(z)

dz
(1 + z)

(

dV (z)

dz

)−1

, (13)

where the factor(1 + z) represents the cosmological
time dilation (Zhang et al. 2013), dV (z)

dz is the differential
comoving volume, which can be expressed as

dV (z)

dz
=4π

(

c

H0

)3
(

∫ z

0

dz
√

1− Ωm +Ωm(1 + z)3

)2

×
1

√

1− Ωm +Ωm(1 + z)3
.

(14)
Figure 8 shows (1 + z)dψ(z)/dz as a function of

redshift z. From this figure, we can find that(1 +
z)dψ(z)/dz increases atz < 0.3, remains constant forz <
0.3 < 0.7, and then decrease atz > 0.7. Figure9 shows
the formation rate of sGRBs. From this figure one can see
that the formation rateρ(z) decreases at all redshift range,
which is consistent with the result obtained inZhang et al.
(2018) and Guo et al.(2020), but it is different with the
result ofYonetoku et al.(2014). We note that the result of

100 2×100 3×100 4×100
1+ z

10−3

10−2

10−1

100

101

(1
+
z)
dψ

(z
)/d

z

Fig. 8 Evolution of (1 + z)dψ(z)/dz as a function of
redshiftz with 1σ errors, which is normalized to unity at
the first point

.
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Fig. 9 Comoving formation rate of sGRBs, which is
normalized to unity at the first point.

Yonetoku et al.(2014) is similar to that in Figure8. They
might ignore the differential comoving volumedV (z)/dz
term as discussed inYu et al. (2015). We use a broken
power-law form to fit the formation rate, the best fitting
is given by

ρ(z) ∝

{

(1 + z)−4.02±1.34, z < 0.4
(1 + z)−4.93±0.30, z ≥ 0.4

. (15)

According to Equation (15), we estimate the local
sGRB formation rate is17.43± 0.12 events Gpc−3 yr−1.
The previous resltus ofFong et al.(2015) that the local
event rate is10 events Gpc−3 yr−1, and ρ(0) =
7.53 events Gpc−3 yr−1 in Zhang et al. (2018), and
ρ(0) = 15.5 events Gpc−3 yr−1 in Guo et al.(2020) are
consistent with our result.

In addition, using theLp − z sample, we also
analyze the luminosity function and the formation rate
in the same way. We find that the best value of
index k is k = 6.43+0.24

−0.27, where the flux limit 5 ×

10−7 erg cm−2 s−1 is adopted. After removing the effect
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Fig. 10 Cumulative luminosity function ofφ(Lp,0), which
is normalized to unity at the first point. The luminosity
function can be expressed asφ(Lp,0) ∝ L−0.31±0.01

p,0 for
Lp,0 < Lb

p,0 andφ(Lp,0) ∝ L−1.04±0.01
p,0 for Lp,0 ≥ Lb

p,0,
whereLb

p,0 = 1.43× 1050 erg−1 s−1.

of the luminosity evolution, the corresponding cumulative
luminosity function and the formation rate are reported in
Figures10 and 11. The luminosity function can also be
well fitted with a broken power law. We obtainφ(Lp,0) ∝
L−0.31±0.01
p,0 for Lp,0 < Lb

p,0 andφ(Lp,0) ∝ L−1.04±0.01
p,0

for Lp,0 ≥ Lb
p,0, whereLb

p,0 = 1.43 × 1050 erg−1 s−1.
Our results are well consistent withZhang et al.(2018)
and Guo et al.(2020). Nevertheless, our results are not
sensitive to the limit of fluence and/or flux.

4 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

Gamma-ray bursts are brief, intense, gamma-ray flashes
in the universe, lasting from a few milliseconds to
a few thousand seconds. For short gamma-ray bursts
with duration less than 2 s, the isotropic energy,Eiso,
can be reliably measured than the luminosity, and the
number density of bursts perEiso interval may provide
an independent or even more representative clue to the
underlying physics of sGRBs.

In this work, we firstly use 22 sGRBs with known
redshifts and well measured spectra to fit theLp − Ep

correlation. Using this correlation, we derive the pseudo
redshifts of 334 sGRBs observed by the Fermi detector.
Then we for the first time construct the isotropic energy
function and adopt it to estimate the sGRB formation rate.
The fluence-truncation effect has been properly addressed
by adopting aτ statistical method. We find that there
exists a significant evolution ofEiso, which is removed
by Eiso,0 = Eiso/(1 + z)k, wherek = 5.79+0.31

−0.21. After
removing the redshift dependence, the isotropic energy
function can be reasonably fitted by a broken power law.
We obtainφ(Eiso,0) ∝ E−0.45±0.01

iso,0 for dim segment, and

φ(Eiso,0) ∝ E−1.11±0.01
iso,0 for bright segment, where the
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Fig. 11 Comoving sGRB formation rate ofLp sample,
which is normalized to unity at the first point.

break energy isEb
iso,0 = 4.92 × 1049 erg (see Fig. 6).

The shape of the isotropic energy function is similar to
that of the luminosity function (see Fig. 9). Moreover, our
power-law indices are comparable to those reported by
Zhang et al.(2018) andGuo et al.(2020).

We find the sGRB formation rate is decreasing quickly,
the best fit isρ(z) ∝ (1 + z)−3.18±1.02 for z < 0.4 and
ρ(z) ∝ (1 + z)−4.95±0.23 for z ≥ 0.4, Zhang et al.(2018)
and Guo et al. (2020) also obtained the similar results.
We obtain the local formation rate of sGRBs is about
17.43± 0.12 events Gpc−3 yr−1. It is believed that GRBs
are originated from relativistic jets since breaks in the
afterglow light curves are seen for many bursts. Although
the jet breaks are rarely detected for sGRBs (Fong et al.
2015; Jin et al. 2018), we still need to account for the
jet effect. Therefore, the observed sGRB formation rate
can be corrected by the beam factorfB = 1 − cos(θj),
whereθj is the half-opening angle of the jet.Fong et al.
(2015) reported the range of jet half-opening angles are
from 6◦ to 26◦. If we take this value and set the beaming
factor as f−1

B = 9 − 185 , the local event rate of
sGRBs including the off-axis ones isρ0,all = 155.79 −
3202.35 events Gpc−3 yr−1.
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